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19
TH

 August, 2011  

The General Manager 
Liverpool City Council  
Locked Bag 7064 
LIVERPOOL   N.S.W.  1871 

Ref: DA  28/2012 Upgrade of Governor Macquarie Drive

Dear Sir, 
 
I write with concerns about the proposed 

Street near the Hume Highway. My Understanding

proposed widening as part of their proposed 

mean that the character of the entire precinct will be drastically and 

the trees along the Governor Macquarie

is being so magnanimous with their 

of land so the stand of trees can be maintained 

side creating an impressive and environmentally appropriate 

Farm Housing precinct and the suburb of 

 I have previously addressed my concerns 

precinct that has a long and remarkable history in Liverpool.

My additional concern is that the increase in traffic flow will be 

lane (1 x North & South) William Long Bridge and there 

or the VPA’s  as to how the eventual 

knowledge that all repairs and upgrades along this 

from Liverpool Council coffers. 

I acknowledge the need for this intersection upgrade

intersection, I cannot however fathom how the enormous visual, envi

justified when there appears to be an option of widening the intersection and leaving the stand of trees as an 

entrance vista that is well in line with the 

attractive and impressive entrances to our city

Warwick Farm Australian Turf club and its 

I trust my concerns and those of many in th

plan can be prepared to encompass both the environmental and visual options available, ther

the need to create a baron vista/entrance to the 

Kind regards, 

 

 

 

Signe Westerberg (Mrs) 

Resident, Business Owner and proud Liverpudlian.

PO Box 553, Liverpool BC NSW 1871 

Ph: 02 8777 5599 Fax 8777 5566 

e-mail: swesterberg@lso.com.au 

website: www.signe4liverpool.wordpress.com 
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Upgrade of Governor Macquarie Drive. Munday ST & Hume 

I write with concerns about the proposed widening of Governor Macquarie Drive at the intersection 

Understanding of the DA is that the ATC has ‘kindly

their proposed development of the Munday St site. However the 

that the character of the entire precinct will be drastically and irrevocably destroyed by the felling of all 

uarie Drive/site which is also being covered by DA

 bequeath perhaps we can count on them to provide 

of land so the stand of trees can be maintained (as a centre piece) and the road be widened on the 

an impressive and environmentally appropriate entrance along the ATC site into the Warwick 

suburb of Chipping Norton.  

my concerns regarding the use of the triangular site and r

emarkable history in Liverpool. 

My additional concern is that the increase in traffic flow will be exacerbated by being 

William Long Bridge and there appears to be no consideration

eventual expansion of this bridge will be funded, bearing in mind and

knowledge that all repairs and upgrades along this ‘potentially’ state road are presently funded 

the need for this intersection upgrade in conjunction with the Hume Highway section of the 

cannot however fathom how the enormous visual, environmental rape of the precinct can be 

justified when there appears to be an option of widening the intersection and leaving the stand of trees as an 

well in line with the gateways determination and community desire to create pleasant, 

entrances to our city, especially considering the historical, tourism

and its image. 

and those of many in the community are clearly taken into consideration and an 

plan can be prepared to encompass both the environmental and visual options available, ther

the need to create a baron vista/entrance to the communities involved.  

Owner and proud Liverpudlian. 
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me Highway VPA 

widening of Governor Macquarie Drive at the intersection Munday 

kindly’ given land to the 

However the results will 

destroyed by the felling of all 

DA-416/2011.  As the ATC 

bequeath perhaps we can count on them to provide slightly wider piece 

widened on the western 

entrance along the ATC site into the Warwick 

the use of the triangular site and removing housing in a 

by being funnelled into the dual 

appears to be no consideration in this or other  DA’s 

, bearing in mind and in the 

presently funded  primarily 

Highway section of the 

ronmental rape of the precinct can be 

justified when there appears to be an option of widening the intersection and leaving the stand of trees as an 

gateways determination and community desire to create pleasant, 

, tourism amenity of the 

into consideration and an alternate 

plan can be prepared to encompass both the environmental and visual options available, thereby eliminating 


